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1. SUBJ REF DEPARTED MEXICO 15 SEPT VIA SABENA FLIGHT 556 FOR MONTREAL, PER LIFEFAT COVERAGE 14 SEPT SHE TOLD JAN ELUSARZ, POLISH INTEL OFFICER MEXI, THAT SHE PLANNED SPEND THREE DAYS ENGLAND, TWO WEEKS FRANCE AND BE BACK IN POLAND BY 10 OCT.

2. COACID NAME TRACE REQUEST MAY BE DELAYED REACTION TO SUBJ'S UNSUCCESSFUL ATTEMPTS GET PBPRIME VISA IN MEXICO. ALTHO NOT REFUSED VISA, VISA OFFICERS SAY ON REQUEST SO LONG THAT SUBJ GAVE UP PLANS VISIT PBPRIME.

3. DURING SUBJ'S STAY MEXICO WE MONITORED HER ACTIVITIES THRU LIFEBLOO AND STAFF AGENT SEYMOUR D. TRINNICH. THERE NO INDICATION INTEL ACTIVITIES, BUT ON OTHER HAND NO SIGN OF POSSIBLE SUSCEPTIBILITY TO RECRUITMENT. CONTINUED ATTEMPTS BY LIFEBLOO TO DETERMINE WHAT ACCESS SUBJ HAD TO INTERESTING PERSONALITIES AND SOURCES INFO POLAND RESULTED IN ASSESSMENT WE REFIT IN Oct HAVING SOME CONTACTS OR IF SHE DOES IS
UNWILLING TALK ABOUT THEM, EVEN WITH RELATIVELY GOOD FRIEND, LIFE LONG. LHURD DID NOT CONTACT SUBJ.

4. BASED ABOVE CANNOT PROPOSE ANY FURTHER EFFORT FURTHER DEVELOPMENT SUBJ.
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